
K9CLUBHOUSE Dog Hotel 

Release of Liability and Incurring Responsibility 

I agree that if at any time my dog(s) is in the care of K9CLUBHOUSE Dog Hotel, and gets sick or injured 

for any reason, I give permission for K9CLUBHOUSE Dog Hotel, staff or affiliates to seek immediate 

Veterinary care for their dog(s) solely at the owners cost. I agree K9CLUBHOUSE and their service 

providers are held harmless and bear no financial responsibility for any injury or sickness, regardless of 

reason with the exception to the Kennel Cough Reimbursement Program. I understand that all boarding 

charges must be paid in full under emergency circumstances. I agree to pay for all expenses my dog(s) 

incur by damaging the K9CLUBHOUSE Dog Hotel facility. I also will take responsibility if my dog hurts or 

injures another pet, staff member, or customers and pay any medical bills or copays. 

I agree that if any personal items that accompany my dog(s) during their stay at K9CLUBHOUSE Dog 

Hotel get destroyed, lost or damaged, I will under no circumstances hold K9CLUBHOUSE Dog Hotel, their 

staff or affiliates responsible or look for reimbursement. I agree to check over my pet before leaving the 

facility to ensure its health, physical appearance and demeanor is in good standings.  

I understand that K9CLUBHOUSE Dog Hotel is only responsible for my dog(s) custody, care and control, 

once a staff member accepts possession of my pet at check in, whether my pet is in the facility or on the 

K9CLUBHOUSE Dog Hotel property. I acknowledge that as soon as I, the pet owner, takes possession of 

my dog(s) at the time of check out, K9CLUBHOUSE Dog Hotel has no liability of custody, care, and 

control. 

I am fully aware that my dog(s) will get playtime and socialization unless specified with written notice by 

me or my acting agent. I completely understand that dogs play using their mouths and paws. This type 

of playing affords a possible risk of injury, including scratches, bite marks and sprains. I am aware that 

these playtime and social interaction injuries are not a result of my pet being attacked by another pet. I 

agree with K9CLUBHOUSE Dog Hotel that dogs in such a boarding facility jump a lot, which is 

uncontrolled behavior that can result in minor injuries. Dogs can also develop laryngitis from excessive 

barking, which too is not controllable. 

I understand that if I should pick up my dog(s) anytime other than the date and time I specify, their 

going home bath may not have been provided. Since this is a free service, I agree I cannot look for any 

sort of compensation if service is not given. 

I acknowledge that by signing this agreement, I have read and understand all these terms and 

conditions and willingly agree with them all. 

 

Name: __________________________________________            Dog(s) Name(s) ___________________ 

Address: ________________________________________                                         ___________________ 

________________________________________________                                        ___________________ 

 

Signature: ______________________________________________     Date: ______________________ 


